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Lebanon Camera Club
News
•

December: No Meeting or Banquet this Year

•

January: Photo Editing Classes

Have a Very Happy and Safe Holiday Season!!!
Photography Educational Series—Do’s and Don’ts of Family
Portraits

2021 Assigned Subjects:

With a little planning, doing a family portrait should be fun for both you, and the family
you’re photographing. Here are some quick tips to help you have a successful and fun
photo session.

To Be Determined
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Use a tripod when possible - A tripod forces you to slow down. That’s a good thing. You
can check your settings, review the composition, and exposure to make sure you’ve got
everything right. It allows you to get your eye away from the camera so you can actually
make eye contact with your subjects. They are very real people and they feel even more
uncomfortable staring straight into your lens than they do looking at you. You can make
gestures to get kids attention, or make faces. But you’ll get way better expressions by interacting with them than you will looking through the viewfinder.
Shoot in Manual exposure mode (do not set the aperture value too low) - Once you get
set up, the exposure should not need to change. But if you put it in Aperture or Shutter
priority, depending in the metering mode selected, the camera could choose a slightly
different exposure for each frame. You do NOT want that! Consistency is very important.
Inconsistent exposures create more work in post
processing, as you have to even them all out. It also
can cause a slight color shift, increase noise (if underexposed) and other undesirable things. To keep
your exposures consistent through the whole shoot,
use Manual Mode. Just remember that each time
you change the pose, location, etc, you need to
check exposure again. Fire off a quick test shot,
review the histogram, adjust if necessary and continue.
Portraits have a special vibe when you manage to get your models sharp and the background blurry. You can create this effect by setting a low aperture value (a small f). Using
an aperture around 2.8, will give you a beautiful blur.
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Portraits cont’d.
Lock the focus or use manual focus—Just as you do not
want the exposure to change from frame to frame, neither
do you want the focus to be adjusted. Set your camera up
to do one of the following: use focus lock, back button
focus, or use manual focus. With any of those options the
focus will not change from shot to shot.

“A good
snapshot stops
a moment from
running away” Eudora Welty

Equipment – Camera - While there are no hard and fast
rules about the camera you choose, you’ll want to think
through your shoot and make sure the camera you choose is capable of what you ask of it.
Manual settings to control difficult lighting situations is a must-have. You may also find
spot or center-weighted metering to be a great help. Pretty much any consumer or
prosumer DSLR or mirrorless system will work. Whatever type it is, it should capture in
RAW format to help your post-production workflow.
Lenses - Maybe more important than the choice of camera is your choice of lens. Location
shoots can be pretty varied, with impromptu compositions and poses. What you need is a
versatile lens to match. You’ll want something with a wide aperture that makes a nice
bokeh in the background.
Many photographers enjoy shooting with prime lenses. But during most family sessions,
you might find yourself changing lenses often. At a minimum, you’d want to have a wideangle, a normal, and a telephoto. Many might find it a lot
easier to use a high-quality zoom lens, like a 24-70 mm or
28-135 mm. In the end, it just depends on your style of
photography and your equipment budget.
Arrange people with heads staggered (everyone at eye
level) - One of the most helpful things to help your compositions is to try to get everyone at eye level. This usually
means getting the adults to sit or crouch down while the
kids stand. With babies, you can have the parents lift them up high. Encourage goofing
around, like little kids walking between their parent’s legs.
If it bends, bend it – how to help people pose - This is a general rule when photographing
any people and it’s a good one. People tend to stand stiff and rigid when you position
them, so you need to get them to bend a few body parts to look more natural.

Pose people to flatter them - Posing is not a natural thing for most people. Some of the
family members (if not all of them) might feel a bit uncomfortable. This discomfort will
appear in the photo and make it look fake.
Standing poses are a great place to start as it allows the family to move around and work
out some nervous energy, which is especially helpful if they have children. Standing poses
also include leaning against objects, like walls, trees, or railings. This adds an informality
to the composition.
Sitting poses are good options too, and they are commonly mixed with other poses. For
example, having the parents sit while the children stand or lean gets everyone on the same
level and makes it easier to frame the composition.
Cont’d
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Portraits cont’d.
Laying down or reclining poses are rarer, but there are some situations where they might
work. For example, you might have an outdoor or beach shoot with a picnic theme. With
everyone lying on the picnic blanket, have them rest their head on their hands and look towards the camera.
Here’s the bottom line – if mom thinks she looks fat she isn’t going to like them no
matter how great the lighting and expressions. Be aware of people’s perceived
“flaws” and work with them. A list of some quick tips. If someone has a bigger bottom half, don’t pose them walking away from the camera using a wide angle lens.
For double chins take a slightly higher camera angle, above their eye level. Making
them look up stretches it out and minimizes the chin/neck area. When you have a
couple that has a huge height difference get the man (usually the taller one) to stand
with his feet further apart. That will make him slightly shorter, closing the gap a bit.
Lighting is key – get some in their eyes (golden hour) - If you can, avoid having the family
looking towards the sun or strong light sources. A lot of people still believe that taking photos with the sun at the back of the subject is not right. You might think that posing with the
sun in front of them offers more light, but the end results can be extremely unflattering.
Ugly shadows will appear under their eyebrows, nose and neck. On top of that, the family
will be annoyed by the light shining into their eyes. They will either close their eyes or squint
until the torture is over.
When it comes to settings, pay attention to exposure. Take into account the backlight entering into your sensor. If you are shooting in semi-automatic mode, one trick is to meter the
image using Matrix Metering (in the case of Nikon. Evaluative Metering for Canon cameras). Then overexpose 0.3 steps.
For Manual shooting, you can meter the light using the spot metering on the family. In both
cases the family will be well exposed and the background overexposed.
The Golden Hour is a special time right around sunrise
and sunset when the light is diffuse, and the sky is
aglow. The warm quality of the light adds a surreal feeling to the photos that are impossible to replicate. While
you probably won’t have much luck marketing family
lifestyle photography before sunrise, planning your
shoots for the late afternoon has a few advantages. Give
yourself plenty of time to meet the family and make
everyone comfortable, and start shooting well before Golden Hour arrives. This way, you
should have a mix of shots from afternoon blue skies to sunset and Golden Hour.
Avoid using an overcast day simply because the lighting is even and less harsh than bright
sunlight. While it is true the light is softer and less harsh, the direction isn’t great. Overcast
days give you direct overhead lighting and dark eyes, especially anyone with deep eye sockets.
Add some light using a reflector or a flash if need be. Again this is a whole other class on
lighting but learn to know when you need more light on their faces. If you cannot see a
catchlight (the lightsource reflected in their eyes) then there isn’t enough light in their faces.
You want the light to come from the side more, 30-45 degrees from camera is a good starting

“You can look
at a picture for
a week and
never think of it
again. You can
also look at a
picture for a
second and
think of it all
your life”
– Joan Miro
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Portraits cont’d.
point.
Have a little fun with it and let go - Having a countdown or a catchy saying to get the family ready to smile
also helps. Whatever you use will work, from a 1-2-3
count to the classic, “Say cheese!” It lets the subjects
know you’re ready and cues them to look at the camera
and smile. Take some shots before and after the cue
too.

Communicate with your clients - Play and talk with the kids as much as you can. With the
adults, start a conversation about random subjects until you find something they like and
go from there. Avoid potentially stressful subjects such as politics or job situation...stick with
talking about traveling, holidays or hobbies.
Location - Picking the perfect location for the shoot is step one. The setting should match
the people. Are they beachgoers? City folks? Farm dwellers in the country? Find out the answers in your initial consultation. Many times the client with come out and tell you where
they’d like to do it, but other times you might have to make suggestions.
Whatever you do, avoid going into a new location blind. Ideally, you want to have a few
spots that you know like the back of your hand. You should know how the light falls in the
afternoon, where the best backgrounds are, and when it’s least crowded. You should know
what camera settings and lenses work and don’t work.

Do not go overboard with editing - For that reason I recommend you don’t apply trendy
editing styles and effects. These will probably look weird or unappealing twenty years down
the line. Your aim is to create timeless images. Stick to classic editing styles and simplicity.
Do not take just one photo - Every photographer knows the terrible feeling of taking a
group photo just to later realize there’s something wrong in the photo. Someone had their
eyes closed or otherwise wasn’t ready for the picture to be taken. You can set the camera to
shoot in burst mode to take a sequence of images, just like in a sporting event. Remember to
adjust the shutter speed to avoid unwanted blurriness due to movements. Something
around 1/250 sec is a good starting point for this type of action.
Offer outfit advice - One of the most common questions before the photo sessions is “What
should we wear?”. The idea is that all the family
members should look coordinated to convey a
feeling of togetherness.
This means wearing the same style of clothes: all
of them looking casual, or all of them wearing elegant clothes and with similar colors or shades.
Recommend they wear natural shades and avoid
bright colors that stand out.
Conclusion - The family pictures photographer has a fun challenge on their hands. One part
of the job is certainly all about technical excellence. Mastering things like the basics of good
composition, dynamic lighting setups, and the exposure triangle is important. But an equal
part of the task involves soft skills like making people comfortable and having a good time.
It’s a fun challenge, and getting to capture these special moments is a privilege.
Sources: https://expertphotography.com/12-family-photoshoot-tips/ and https://www.pixpa.com/blog/
family-photography-guide and https://digital-photography-school.com/10-tips-for-creating-great-family-portraits/
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Photo Contests
•

Rennen Photography
2020 Contest
https://
photocontestguru.com

•

Great American Photo Contest Monthly
Baby Photo
www.greatamericanph
otocontest.com

Various Photo Contests (Many Different Topics)
• https://eww.photocontestinsider.com/
• http://www.voubs.com
• Www.viewbug.com/photo-contests
• Www.photocrowd.com/photo-competition
• https://www.outdoorphotographer.com/photo-contests/
•

http://www.photocrowd.com
www.life-framer.com/

•

https://www.fanartreview.com

•

Landscape and Nature Forum Photography Challenge—monthly
theme and critique: https://www.facebook.com/groups/
creativeraw/?
utm_source=ActiveCampaign&utm_medium=email&utm_content=
March%20Photo%20Challenge%3A%20Color%20in%
20Nature&utm_campaign=Facebook%20Group%20Contest

Photo Opportunities
November 7 – January 2
Koziars Christmas Village Display,
Bernville , http://
www.koziarschristmasvillage.com/

November 13 – January 3
Hershey Sweet Lights
http://www.hersheypark.com/info/
hours/sweet-lights.php

November 13 – January 3
(Select days) Christmas Candylane, Hershey
http://
www.hersheypark.com/
explore-the-park/
christmas.php
November 20-January 10,
Christmas at Longwood Gardens
LongwoodGardens.org

Weekends through March—Frozen
Waterfalls at Ricketts Glenn State
Park
https://uncoveringpa.com/frozenwaterfalls-ricketts-glen-state-park
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Photo Editing Feature of the Month-Pixels and Resolution
Image resolution is typically described in PPI, which refers to how many pixels are displayed per inch of
an image. Higher resolutions mean that there more pixels per inch (PPI), resulting in
more pixel information and creating a high-quality, crisp image

Description of pixels and resolution: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U4PewSAqa9Y
Tutorial on pixels and resolution: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nMAYZH1SB5Q
Wikipedia charts on resolution sizes: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_resolution
Resize images in Photoshop without losing resolution: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5PCWKuJEz-g

Random Idea of the Month—How to Set Up a Christmas Light Show
How it all works: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u3arpB7Mau8
What gear is needed: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qcLGWWdMi-Y
Outside setup: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qpgj5YkIGPQ
Setting music to the show: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P5PpAjOUwik
Longer tutorial: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tXvtxwK3jRk
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Workshops and Tours
Apogee Photo Magazine
For more information log on to
http://www.apogeephoto.com/
photography_workshops.shtml
Wildlife and Nature Travel
www.wildlifeandnaturetravel.com
Art Wolfe Photography Workshops
www.artwolfeworkshops.com
Don Smith Photography
www.donsmithphotography.com
Brenda Tharp
www.brendatharp.com/
M&M Photo Tours
http://www.mmphototours.com/

Darwin Wiggett Tours & Workshops
http://oopoomoo.com/workshopsandtours/
Outdoor Photo Workshops
http://www.outdoorphotoworkshops.com
Photo Workshop Adventures
www.photoworkshopadventures.com
Michael Francis Photo Shoots
www.michaelfrancisphoto.com
Osprey Photo Workshops & Tours
www.ospreyphoto.com
Tom Dwyer Tours & Workshops
www.tomdwyerphoto.com
Horizon Photography Workshops
www.horizonworkshops.com

Arizona Highway Photo Workshops
http://www.friendsofazhighways.com/
John Shaw 2-Day Nature & Digital Photography
Seminar
http://www.photosafaris.com/
Jack Graham Photography
http://jackgrahamphoto.com/
Rocky Mountain Reflections
www.rockymtnrefl.com/photographyworkshops.html
Slonina Photography—Explore Wild America
http://www.sphotography.com

Below is a link of online pdf files from
past monthly meeting presentations:

http://www.lebanoncameraclub.org/
newsletter
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2020 Officers
President: Paul Hess
rvdoc@comcast.net

Meetings are the
first Tuesday of
each month!

Vice President:: Ed Gundrum,
ejgun@evenlink.com
Secretary: Tammy Wolfe,
lebanoncamera@gmail.com
Treasurrer: Joni Bonus O’Ship
mjoship@comcast.net

If you would like to do a program on anything
digital related or know someone who would,
please let us know.

Program: Keith Kotay
keith@kotay.net
Newsletter: Connie Fullenlove
connief922@gmail.com

Or

Competition: Melodie Bechtel,
melodiebee@gmail.com

If you have something of interest for our members, please email them to the Newsletter
Editor, Connie at lebanoncamera@gmail.com.

Community Affairs: Bill Sypher,
sypher1@comcast.net

Road will become Sandhill Road.
Keep on Sandhill road until it
branches to the left into Grace
Avenue. Church is on the left 3/10
of a mile from the split before you
pass Youth for Christ and Fisher
Bus..

Everyone is invited to attend
our regular monthly meetings.
Unless otherwise noted we
meet the first Tuesday at
6:30PM in St. Stephen’s
Christian Fellowship Church,
1100 Hunter Chase Lane,
Lebanon PA.
Directions: From Rt 72 N of
Lebanon where N 12th St
becomes Jonestown Road at
the
McDonalds,
follow
Jonestown Road north past
the Turkey Hill. Jonestown

The club is a member of the Photographic Society of American
(PSA).
Cancellation or last minute changes of events will normally be sent
to members via email and broadcast on radio station WLBR, AM
1270.
Only members may enter competitions. Dues are $25 per year and
include the newsletter and monthly
meeting minutes.
Digital Competition entries are due
at least one day prior to the scheduled competition.

Competition Committee will keep
winning Print entries for the end of
year competition unless the member requests return of entries before then. In that case, the member would be responsible for resubmitting them for the end of year
competition.
Products and services of interest
to photographers are presented as
a service without review or endorsement.
Trademarks are the property of the
respective companies. Graphics
copyright © 2001-2004 Microsoft
Corporation, the club, or as
marked.
Dates and times of events may
change. Please check local listings.

